SUMMARY REPORT
EDIBLE CAMPUS GARDEN – 2010
Supported by the Sustainability Projects Fund
Summary and background: The objective of the Edible Campus initiative,
which was partially supported via a 56K grant by the McGill Sustainability
Projects Fund, was to make this pilot project into a real “showcase.” This was
to be achieved by reaching out to a wider community by:
1) Expanding the Edible Garden around the Burnside Hall plaza; and,
2) Furthering educational and outreach activities such as: posters and
display panels, publications and interactive public events.
The proposed expansion and consolidation of the project will obviously
augment the annual vegetable production. More importantly, it will ensure
that in the coming years, step-by-step, the Edible Campus emerges as a
model of effective urban agriculture for the McGill community, the city and
beyond.
This project involves citizens in the creation of green, edible community
spaces and demonstrates how productive planting can be woven into urban
spaces without diminishing their utility or functionality. It explores strategies
for increasing urban food production, serves as model for a sustainable
urban food cycle (i.e. food production, preparation, delivery, and composting)
and enhances the spatial quality of underutilized and neglected spaces in our
cities. All of this is achieved via a true collaboration between the Minimum
Cost Housing Group of McGill's School of Architecture and Santropol Roulant,
a Montreal-based not-for-profit organization, founded and run by young
people.
Our project brings people together across generations and cultures through
an innovative multi-disciplinary approach, a popular volunteer program and
broad community outreach. Vegetables from the Edible Campus garden are
used in Santropol Roulant's meals-on-wheels kitchen, which delivers daily
freshly cooked meals to seniors and other individuals living with a loss of
autonomy. Urban agriculture and local food systems are used not only as
vehicle to break patterns of social and economic isolation, but also to
strengthen and nourish our local community.
What was achieved: The first major step, expanding the garden, really
meant strengthening all the activities of the model garden. Besides
continuing with activities from previous years, we planned, tested, prepared
and coherently carried out the following.
1. Strategic Planning

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Testing of the “Showcase” Garden Strip
Addition of Growing Containers
Conversion of Rock Bed into Perennial Herb Garden
Increased Food Production
Increased Community Involvement and Outreach
Increased Communication
Student Research and First Job Opportunities

In addition, during the remaining months of the current MSPF funding year,
we intend to continue with planning, design and publicity and general
preparations for the upcoming growing season:
1. Strategic planning: At the outset of the season, a conceptual plan was
drawn up to expand and consolidate the garden. Using the McGill
Sustainability Fund Proposal as a blueprint, we chose the following points of
intervention:
•

Test the potential of the container strip on the West side of Burnside
Hall for future consolidation;

•

Add about 50 new planter boxes to augment vegetable production;

•

Convert the rock bed on the South side of Burnside Hall into raised soil
beds for the planting of a perennial herb garden;

• Explore the possibilities for future additions and refinements to our
garden.
The strategic planning and design was carried out jointly by the Minimum
Cost Housing Group and Santropol Roulant teams, during which we also
observed and consulted with volunteers working in the garden. Our team
included Vikram Bhatt, Leila Farah, Ksenia Kagner and Tim Murphy, plus
Professor Sebastián Miguel, a Visiting Research Fellow from Argentina; he is
also an architect and a professor at the University of Buenos Aires' School of
Architecture, Design and Urbanism. He was awarded a Canadian Government
Fellow (FEP/BCS-2010) to develop several projects on urban agriculture, the
treatment of public spaces and citizen participation in the city of Montreal. As
part of his Fellowship, Professor Miguel spent two weeks under the
supervision of Professor Bhatt and with the MCHG team and was a great
contributor to the expansion proposal of the Burnside Hall Herb Garden and
other proposals for the lower campus of the University. We also did some
design explorations around pedestrian only McTavish Street.
2. Testing the Garden Strip:: A garden strip along the Western wall of
Burnside Hall, featuring our semi-hydroponic planter boxes, was prepared to
see if more permanent features such as pergolas and trellis systems could be

added to it. We determined that it was possible to plant a wide variety of
plants, including seasonal vegetables such as strong vine tomatoes and
beans and that they could be trained well along the concrete wall. The next
step in the exercise in the coming couple of years would be the installation of
semi-permanent planters along this wall. However, the cost and benefits of
this conversion will have to be measured in comparison with other future
additions such as a greenhouse or other raised beds or planter boxes which
we are considering.
3. Addition of Containers: It was decided to add 50+ new semihydroponic planter boxes in an effort to increase our vegetable production.
This focus on production differed slightly from previous goals which were to
decorate (i.e. make it welcoming) the Burnside Hall plaza; and, as spelt out in
our “Making the Edible Campus” philosophy, use the project - the landscape for productive purposes. First, we determined the ideal location for the new
containers to ensure two things: a) make it easier and more efficient to
manage and maintain the expanded garden; and, b) meet the objective of
augmenting overall vegetable production. The expansion was concentrated
on a raised platform on the East side (at the back) of the Burnside Hall and
next to the raised bed. The growing containers were placed in a tight
formation in a limited and confined space, facilitating both easy watering and
maintenance. This helped minimize unnecessary running around between
containers and associated requirements for labor. Along with this expansion,
we also took over the adjoining planter strip, facing the Otto Mass building,
integrating it with the intensive growing of tomatoes and cucumber vines.

The containerized expansion seen on the raised platform at the far-end served as
an extension of the raised bed seen in the front.

As a part of the expansion, we also took over the planter strip in front of the Otto
Mass building.

4. Rock Bed Conversion: The conversion of the rock basin at the South
entrance of Burnside Hall into raised beds for productive planting was an
ambitious proposal. It turned out to be more complicated than the previous
conversion. First, we had to remove rocks from the 80 square meter area. A
large shift of volunteers was organized to displace these rocks, a herculean
task, but it progressed well in coordination with the Buildings and Grounds
crew. Thank you colleagues! Nevertheless, it took longer than envisaged and
we had to organize several sessions to empty the entire basin.
In the process, we discovered electrical conduits which had been wrongly
installed. In consultation with the Campus Architect Radu Juster, it was
decided to leave these conduits in-situ and prepare a layout plan of the
garden around them. We decided there would be no planting in that area to
avoid accidental digging and also to protect the plastic pipes before filling
the basin with soil. In preparation of the plans for the basin we also consulted
the original landscape architect Francois Emond to make sure that there
were no technical glitches with the proposal. He inspected the site with an
engineer from Hydrotech, original supplier of waterproofing and roof deck
materials for the plaza. Their recommendation was that we should install a
special three layer membrane and gravel composite before filling the basin
with lightweight soil mix. Initially, we decided to order materials from
Hydrotech even though their estimates were relatively high. However, there
were a number of delays. First of all, we had started late in the season
because of the delayed setting up of the Fund. Then, there were
communication glitches between McGill Purchasing and the potential
suppliers. Quebec’s famous construction holidays ensued; hence, the basin
remained empty for several weeks and the critical period for planting in
Canada was missed. Finally, it was with great reluctance that we decided to
leave the raised bed empty for the season. Because of the delays and cost
reasons, we chose to finish the bed with alternate suppliers and with the help
of Eric Champagne, the Horticultural Supervisor, Building Services and
Grounds. Thank you Eric for your timely help and kind cooperation of your

team! This area will be planted next year, but in the meantime has been
seeded with fall rye and white clover which will prevent erosion and also
serve as green fertilizers.

Basin filled with rocks and filled with light weight soil mix ready for planting for
the 2011 season

Later in the season, a structural concern was raised by Francois Emond
regarding the weight of the soil in the filled rock bed. However, Eric
Champagne did a calculation demonstrating that soil weight per cubic yard
compressed and saturated with water weighs 750 Kg per cubic meter,
whereas the gravel and boulders which were in the basin weigh 2000 to
2200 Kg per cubic yard. Therefore, even if the volume of soil is double the
amount of boulders which were there before, the weight of soil is still way
under the weight that was on site in the past.

The proposed perennial herb garden plan took into account the location of
electrical conduits

The proposed perennial garden visualization; this image also served as an
electronic Christmas card for the Minimum Cost Housing Group

The design for the planting and layout of the raised bed for the next season
has been carefully made. In this large basin, plans are to have permanent
planting, not annual vegetables but perennial ones. This would save
considerable amount of time planting new seedlings at the beginning of the
season. In discussions with Tim Murphy, Gardening Coordinator, it was
decided to populate this area with fine herbs and experiment with perennials
vegetables like asparagus which are also very decorative. Collaboratively, we
developed the design and researched the best species for the garden. Once
all the construction cabins are removed from the front lawn of the University,
this area will become a most welcoming entrance for visitors to the Burnside
Hall and those entering the lower campus along the eastern flange of the
University.

For the proposed raised bed, in addition to the fine herbs listed above, we will
also experiment with perennials like asparagus which are also decorative.

5. Increased Food Production or “What’s Growing”: We grew the
vegetables in a raised bed garden, and in over 275 self-watering containers,
for a total area representing just over a quarter acre of land. The total yield
of produce from a relatively small garden reached one ton (1000kg) in 2010!
This was possible with intensive and multi-crop planting and careful
management of the garden. It should also be emphasised that our focus was
not only on raising the crop production by weight alone. We also prolonged
the growing season by planting cold resistant varieties and through the use
of row covers and hoop tunnels. To protect soil fertility, we employ known
methods of crop rotation and companion planting. Twenty-eight different
types of vegetables were grown in the garden this season (with a large
variety of subspecies in plants like: tomatoes, lettuces, peppers, basil and so
on). In an effort to boost production, certain parts of the garden were double
or triple cropped.

The Squash family plants on the rear
platform

Purple basil and King of the North sweet
pepper

Here is a partial list of vegetables we grew in 2010:
-arugula
-basil
-beans
-beets
-carrots
-celery
-chard
-Chinese cabbage
-chives
-cucumbers
-eggplant
-flowers and fine herbs
-garlic

-kale
-kohlrabi
-leek
-lettuce
-mesclun
-mustard
-onions
-peas
-peppers (sweet)
-peppers (hot)
-radish
-summer squash
-tomatoes

Diseases and pests: Generally, container gardens are less prone to
sicknesses and pest invasions and in the years past we have not faced many
such problems. Nevertheless, powdery mildew, blossom-end rot, spider
mites, leek moth larvae and aphids were all present in the garden this
summer. Some natural treatments such as the addition of minerals, garlic
and cayenne, or alcohol sprays were used, and none of the afflictions caused
large-scale losses. Birds, squirrels and a marmot also consumed produce.
The marmot was eventually captured and released in the forest.
Adding a greenhouse: Edible Campus currently does not have a greenhouse,
but in early spring, there is a great need for one to sprout seedlings.
Originally, we had proposed to the Sustainability Projects Fund that we add a
small but permanent greenhouse on the plaza, but in the scaled down one
year proposal, it was decided to table this element and several other
initiatives. We prefer to start our own seedlings, which is beneficial in two
ways: a) we can control the quality of plants and their origin; and, b) keep
down the costs. In the past, we have started seeds at Santropol Roulant,
however, neither the old premises of the organization, nor the new and
permanent one are ideal for this. We have also used the community
greenhouse on the top floor of Concordia University’s Hall Building. The
shuffling of plants from one location to another is cumbersome and
impractical. Last year, we set up a couple of temporary do-it-yourself
versions next to the Rutherford building. These temporary structures were
not able to accommodate for all of our seedling needs, therefore the rest of
the seedlings had to be purchased rather than grown on site. This had
economic implications as well. We feel that addition of a more robust and
permanent greenhouse should be considered in the next phase of the project
with potential to be shared with other community type garden projects on
campus (i.e. student group Campus Crops). Beyond its more functional
purposes, a community greenhouse of this type would help us provide even
more opportunities for hands-on education and learning.
6. Increased Community Involvement and Outreach: The garden could
not run without the volunteer involvement from members of the Santropol
Roulant and McGill community at large. Three, 3h volunteer shifts were
scheduled every week: Tuesday and Saturday from 10:30-1:30, Wednesday
4-7, with 8 volunteer sign-up spots in each. Four large chore days were
organized - big shifts involving 20 plus volunteers. These shifts included the
following: a) setting up the garden; b) taking rocks out for the raised bed
area; c) filling the new raised bed in with soil; and, d) dismantling the garden
in preparation for winter.

A group of volunteers filling all the self- Filling weekly produce baskets in the
watering containers with new soil
Santropol Roulant kitchen

6.1 Events: Large social events, involving a variety of participants including
McGill students and staff, Santropol Roulant volunteers and clients, and
members of the community at large, help us bring together different
constituencies around the Edible Campus. Every year, Edible Campus hosts
three events that celebrate the Garden’s Opening Season, the Full Bloom
celebration in the middle of summer and the End of the Season Celebration
that wraps up the garden for the winter hibernation. This summer was also
the moving period for Santropol Roulant. The NGO moved to a new
permanent home in a renovated building at 111 Roy. Therefore, the midsummer event was cancelled as their efforts were focused on setting up a
new working space. Nevertheless, we made special effort to liven up the two
events as much as possible to make up for the lack of one.
6.2 Garden’s Opening Party: The first celebration took place in the
Gallery at McGill’s School of Architecture with live music and a great feast. It
was also the occasion to celebrate the 15th anniversary of the founding of
Santropol Roulant and specially baked goodies and cakes made the occasion
memorable. Regardless of the weather, the turnout was overwhelming.

Spread of baked goodies at the season opener party

Live music and demonstration of semi-hydroponic containers at the season
opener

6.3 End of the Season Celebration: Santropol Roulant's 15th Anniversary
continued into the second event of the season. The Edible Campus Garden’s
Harvest Fest had a special twist this year: it was combined with the “Iron
Chef Competition.” In late August, more than 200 people, including, clients,
students and other community members gathered at the event and watched
5 local chefs cook up a feast using mainly the produce from the Edible
Campus Garden. The event was great success and received its due coverage
in papers such as The Gazette.

Chefs competing at the “Iron Chef Competition” at the end of the season fest

“Iron Chef Competition” was a great success

6.4 Workshops: Throughout the season, five workshops were held in the
Edible Campus Garden: Seedlings, Gardening 101, Mushroom, Beekeeping,
and Four Seasons Gardening. In the Roulant's kitchen, we had a “Du Jardin à
l'Assiette” (from garden to plate) workshop to make and can a chutney of
green tomatoes from the garden. We also made a day trip to visit Yves
Gagnon's ecological agriculture farm in Saint-Didace.
6.5 CSA Baskets: For 12 weeks, every Thursday, 20 fresh produce baskets
and up to 10 smaller customized client baskets were prepared. Half of the
basket recipients made a donation to Santropol Roulant and its mission of
making local and organic produce available to everyone, regardless of
socioeconomic class, or levels of mobility and autonomy. The majority of the
vegetables came from the Edible Campus Garden. Every week, 1-3 other
vegetables were added from the organic farm “La Ferme du Petit Tremble”
and also some fruit, picked at the McGill orchard, a few times during the
summer.
6.6 Little Burgundy Market: Four times this summer we distributed our
produce at the outdoor community market in Little Burgundy. The objective is
to make fresh produce available to the community in this Montreal “food
desert.” We were there to offer a local organic option.

6.7 Kids in the Garden: We hosted kids from both the Montreal City
Mission's Camp Cosmos and the YWCA's summer camp for teen girls. Edible
Campus garden staff helped Camp Cosmos councillors develop food and
garden related activities and in exchange the kids helped water the plants
during their weekly Wednesday visits.
7. Increased Communication: To increase the visibility of the Edible
Campus and make it more accessible to visitors, all the signage around the
project was redone. New posters were designed. They were printed on
weatherproof plastic sheets and hung all around the garden. In addition, a
set of small signs indicating names of plants and vegetables, including
illustrations, were also prepared and installed in selected planter boxes. We
also designed and printed a set of small, book mark size, cards with different
photos of the Edible Campus with instructions about how to participate or
volunteers in this activity. In the coming months, we intend to develop more
of those and other handy promotional material around the project.
7.1 Publications: We made a concerted effort to spread the word about the
Edible Campus in different written and electronic media, such as:
Landscape Architecture China, Vol. 13, 2010, No. 5: Landscape
Architectural China Magazine, which is hosted by the Graduate School of
Landscape Architecture of Peking University, is a leading landscape
architectural bimonthly journal that first appeared in 2008 and by now it has
already published twelve issues, each widely praised. Prof. Kongjian Yu is its
editor-in-chief. Landscape Architecture China focuses not only on the
landscape architecture industry, but also on education and practice both in
China and abroad. The audience includes professional landscape architects,
planners, governors and students majoring in landscape architecture, urban
design, planning, and art. In their special issue on the theme of “New
aesthetics and ecological urbanism” Vikram Bhatt wrote an article entitled:
“Landscape and Urban Design Adaptive to Climate Change and food
security,” that included our Edible Campus project experiences.

LA China, New Aesthetics and Ecological Urbanism, Vol 13, 2010, No 5

Landscapes: Landscape Architecture in Canada; Paysages:
L’Architecture de Paysage au Canada: Is the leading Canadian landscape
journal. In their special issue: Beyond the brick wall Vikram Bhatt wrote an
article entitled: The Edible Campus: Urban Greening at McGill. Again, this
article was well received by the professional reader community.

Landscapes: Landscape Architecture in Canada, Winter 2010

Montreal Gazette: The Harvest Fest celebrated in the month of August,
was combined with the cook-off or the “Iron Chef” event was beautifully
covered by Catherine MacPherson, a Freelance Writer in an article entitled:
“Urban cook-off is ripe with community spirit” in the Montreal Gazette, 9
September, 2010. The event was also covered by Pierre Obendrauf's video a
video clip which was made available on line edition of the Gazette. For full
article see Appendix.

“Urban cook-off is ripe with community spirit,” The Gazette, Montreal, 8
September 2010

Universitas 21 Newsletter: Universitas 21, an international network of 23
leading research-intensive universities in fifteen countries, collectively enrols
over 700,000 students, employ over 145,000 staff and have approaching 2.5
million alumni. Their collective budgets amount to over US$13bn and they

have an annual research grant income of over US$3bn. It facilitates
collaboration and cooperation between the member universities and to
create opportunities for them on a scale that none of them would be able to
achieve operating independently or through traditional bilateral alliances.
The Edible Campus was featured in the Universitas 21 Newsletter; for full
article see Appendix 4.
CTV Montreal: Sunday Bite: “Every day, food makes its mark on our
world. Food is science, culture, adventure and enjoyment, especially in this
city! It's not just what we eat, but where and how. From the fast food
favourites that epitomize Montreal to our haute cuisine and passionate
merchants, food is part of our culture. Eating here is an experience, and
there are so many ways to savour it. Every Sunday, CTV’s resident foodie
Aphrodite Salas explores one of the many ingredients of Montreal's food
scene. Learn where to take a cooking class, find out how to source local
produce or specialty food items, meet a taste innovator, discover a new
hotspot or try a menu inspired by local products. Sunday Bite will give its
viewers plenty to chew on” (CTV). Last year, two special weekly shows, one
around the Edible Campus and the second on the “Meals on Wheels Program
of Santropol Roulant, were covered by this very popular program:
7.2 Presentations:
Universitas 21, visit June 29th, 2010: A team of researchers in the field of
water management from Universitas 21 came to McGill to whom Vikram
Bhatt gave a presentation on the Edible Campus, followed by a garden tour
to 10 academics and researches from Universities in United States, Australia,
New Zealand, China, Singapore and South Korea.

Professor Bhatt showing the Edible Campus to the Universitas 21 water
management group

South China Agricultural University: For the third consecutive year, a
group of Chinese agriculture student come to McGill to learn firsthand about
agriculture in Canada. Prof. Vikram Bhatt gave a presentation of the Edible
Campus, followed by a detailed tour of urban agriculture initiative on McGill
Campus.

Professor Bhatt with South China Agricultural students in the Edible Campus
Garden

Sustainability Projects Fund’s Meet the
Projects: To promote the Sustainability Projects
Fund and to raise awareness of our project, Ksenia
Kagner from MCHG and Tim Murphy from
Santropol Roulant presented the Edible Campus
Project to a group of over a 100 students and
faculty of McGill University on September 28th.

7.3 McGill in the community: The Edible Campus project has inspired
many on the campus of the University and has been used as an exemplary
project of community outreach. It has also been used a case study or an
example for research projects and in course assignments. For example, it
was used in the recent TV ad campaign by the University.
As part of its McGill in the community campaign, a TV ad, airing on
francophone TV stations throughout Quebec, highlights initiatives in family
medicine, dental outreach and the Edible Campus.

Image from McGills TV campaign

It was also featured by the University in its news release about the ongoing
research and action-research project in the field of food security.
The Edible Campus has also inspired projects beyond the Roddick Gates. Our
team advised groups from the Dawson Boys and Girls Club in Verdun, Vert ta
Ville and the Concordia Greenhouse, St-James Church, YWCA, and CEGEP du
Vieux Montréal.
8. Student Research and First Job Opportunities: With the support of
the School of Architecture's Minimum Cost Housing Group, Santropol Roulant
worked to secure extra funding to create new opportunities for youth
engagement in the Edible Campus Garden.
8.1 Internships: Through job creation grants from Emploi-Quebec and
Service Canada, Santropol Roulant was able to hire two paid interns. The
Service Canada grant required that we hire a returning student and the
chosen candidate turned out to be a McGill undergraduate. Santropol Roulant
also engaged two unpaid interns on a part-time basis. One of these interns
received funding through a scholarship supporting her studies in Agricultural
Sciences at McGill's MacDonald Campus. The other came to us through a
volunteer abroad program sponsored by the Government of France. Thus
Edible Campus project is generating additional outside funding and is also
generating research and academic interest.

8.2 Student Research: The Edible Campus served as a “client” for the
McGill School of Environment's (MSE) Environmental Research class. A group
of 8 students looked into questions of food safety, soil fertility and
organizational resilience. They produced a report with a series of
recommendations which will soon be available on the Santropol Roulant
website
Conclusion and Thanks: It has been a pleasure collaborating with the
McGill Sustainability Projects Fund on this latest phase of the Edible Campus
project. We are most proud to partner with you in your efforts to create a
culture of sustainability at McGill. Given McGill's long agricultural history, it is
exciting to see parts of the downtown campus return to its original farming
roots, albeit with a more urban twist.
We hope this report has provided you with a good overview of our
accomplishment over this past year. We thank you for your support and we
look forward to the possibility of working with you again in the years to
come.
Contacts:
Professor Vikram Bhatt, Minimum Cost Housing Group
vikram.bhatt@mcgill.ca
514-398-6723
Tim Murphy, Santropol Roulant
tim@santropolroulant.org
514-284-9335

Appendix 1
Catherine MacPherson
The Gazette, 9 September 2010

Lola Rosa restaurant's Eric Bieunais remains nonchalant as he wipes beads of sweat from his
brow. He's cooking outside, over a gas burner, on a sweltering late summer evening. He's trying
to beat the clock -and four other teams -to win an Iron Chef-style cooking competition. But he's
also just taken a big bite of fresh jalapeno, a dare that will get him a wedge of cheese.
He swallows the pepper and scores the cheese. The crowd roars with approval while his
teammates hand him cucumber slices to douse the fire in his mouth. In a show of camaraderie (or
is it kitchen bravado?), a couple of other chefs grin and chomp down on hot peppers as well.
They may be under the gun, but they're clearly enjoying this.
It's a Thursday evening, and chefs from five local restaurants (Serafim, Lola Rosa, Crudessence,
Fuchsia and Santropol Roulant) have one hour to harvest vegetables and cook a meal from the
garden on McGill's downtown campus. A panel of judges, including yours truly, will scrutinize
the dishes for taste, presentation, creativity and quantity. (Too large a portion means wasted
produce -a big no-no.) In addition to whatever produce the teams reap, they're allowed salt,
pepper, cooking oil, one grain and one secret ingredient of their choosing. As an added twist,
specialty items like eggs, maple syrup, tahini or cheese can be won by playing Truth or Dare.
The cook-off, organized by Santropol Roulant intern Maddie Ritts, is a fundraiser for the Edible
Campus garden. A local non-profit, Santropol Roulant is best known for its intergenerational
Meals on Wheels program. In partnership with the social-justice organization Alternatives'
Rooftop Garden Project and the McGill School of Architecture's Minimum Cost Housing Group,
they've transformed this urban space into a productive garden lot through an innovative system
of self-watering containers. In the summer, the garden supplies 50 per cent of the produce for
Santropol Roulant's kitchen.
The previously bleak concrete around McGill's Burnside Hall now boasts a verdant quilt of
beets, kale, carrots and more. Cherry tomatoes, rainbow chard and tiny purple peppers contribute
bursts of colour. The garden is heavy with the scent of lemon verbena, rosemary, and pineapple
sage. An archway of runner beans lends the space a fairy-tale air.
Santropol Roulant has hosted cooking demos in the garden, but Ritts and her colleagues had
bigger plans for this year's fundraiser. "We thought that it would be a really fun idea to try
something on a larger scale and invite restaurants who have similar values around food -in terms
of healthy eating, food security and environmental issues -to participate in the cook-off." The
restaurants were required to do fundraising in advance as a form of entry fee.
In addition to enjoying the culinary showdown, guests are treated to live music, a corn roast,
pay-what-you-can vegetable stew and apple crisp, and beer courtesy of McAuslan Brewery.
Proceeds from the evening's food sales go toward hand tools, soil and other resources for the
garden.
Ritts also sees the event as a way to generate awareness around issues of food autonomy. She'd
love to inspire more people to take up urban gardening, even if that means little more than a
tomato plant on a balcony.
"It's insane the variety of things you can grow in what we tend to regard as an extreme climate
like Montreal's. You can grow melons, eggplants, cucumbers, grapes ..."

Ritts hopes the campus garden will "prove a place where people can meet and mingle, and have
casual conversations about food, urban agriculture and food accessibility."
Ingrid Birker, outreach coordinator for the Redpath Museum and a guest at the cook-off, would
love to see this become an annual happening. "It's just the perfect event in this reclaimed cement
patch," she enthuses.
"The restaurants have been really wonderful, really enthusiastic," Ritts says. "This is the first
time that we've done this and, above all, we just want the restaurants to have fun and engage with
the community in a hands-on way. I'm excited to see how each of the chefs, who have totally
different cooking styles, approach the task of using limited or unpredictable ingredients."
Stylistic differences are apparent from the moment the teams start harvesting. Binky Holleran,
chef at Fuchsia, bustles about sporting a sprig of basil in her cleavage. "Where can I find onions,
garlic or chives?" she asks a volunteer. The duo from Crudessence, a raw-food vegan restaurant,
wander through the garden smelling, stroking and methodically plucking leaves.
Back at the cooking stations, things heat up. The teams fire up propane burners, save for
Crudessence, who use little more than knives and a blender. In a Truth or Dare bid for some
tahini, a cook from Serafim looks panicky when asked to correctly identify the sucker on a
tomato plant. Dan Douek, representing the Santropol Roulant team, has the crowd laughing -and
blushing -when he takes on a dare and sexily describes what vegetable he would be: "A zucchini.
Even though the stem can be kind of prickly, you reach up under the leaves and there's the
zucchini -your reward."
When the hour is up, dishes are served and the judges are assembled. Fuchsia presents summery
layers of marinated kale, quinoa with dilled yellow squash, eggplant relish, and a squash blossom
stuffed with rose petal-marinated feta. Tatsoi flowers pretty up the plate. Santropol Roulant
whips up three dishes: summer squash in a fiery tomato sauce, salad greens with a scorched
tomato dressing, and goat cheese-stuffed squash blossoms with a cucumber/ground-cherry salsa.
Seraphim's best dish is a spicy coconut-vegetable soup served in a hollowed-out pattypan squash.
Lola Rosa also gets in on the stuffed-squash-blossom action, but it is their playfulness and their
helpful attitude toward fellow competitors that win them the honorary prize of Best Fun-Raiser.
And top honours? Those go to an impressive three-course meal from Crudessence. A chiffonade
of herbs, mesclun and tiny yellow cherry tomatoes accompany a "cannelloni" of cucumber strips
wrapped around sprouted quinoa and cashew cheese (their secret ingredient). A creamy squashand-maple soup showcases the delicate sweetness of the raw veg. Lastly, a tangle of spiral-cut
squash strands, tossed with a fresh tomato-basil sauce, is served with a small tomato cup
sprouting whiskers of carrot, fennel, cucumber and herbs. The chefs' talents ensure that the full
flavours of peak-season vegetables sing.
"We're really happy," Crudessence's Stephanie Audet gushes after the team's win. "There is a
magic in raw foods that is newer to people; we were amazed when the judges picked us."
Co-chef Mathieu Gallant agrees: "Cooking from a garden with freshly picked food brought a
wonderful energy."
In addition to bragging rights and a homemade trophy, the team receives a self-watering garden
container. Audet beams: "We'll put it in front of our new restaurant on Mackay St. and plant a
bunch of stuff in there, like tomatoes, so people downtown can see we're growing our own food
and that it's easy."

Gallant chuckles: "I think we'll plant something in the trophy as well."
Read more:
http://www.montrealgazette.com/life/Urban+cook+ripe+with+community+spirit/3494905/story.html#ixzz
1Ei5uVgIS

